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(57) ABSTRACT 

Methods and systems for enabling a subscriber to interrupt 
a review of messages in a voice mail System (VMS), to make 
a call or take Some other action, and to return to the same 
position as occupied at the time of interruption in the review 
of messages in the VMS. In response to an indication from 
the Subscriber's communication to leave the review, an 
identifier is created to mark the position of the subscriber's 
communication in the review. The identifier is stored in the 
VMS. The VMS transmits a release message with respect to 
the Subscriber's communication, the message including a 
copy of the identifier. The message may be a GR-1120 
message including a remote operations (RO) parameter with 
the copy of the identifier. In response to the release message, 
a service control point (SCP) stores the copy of the identifier 
and causes whatever action is indicated in the message to be 
taken with respect to the Subscriber's communication. In 
response to the receipt of the release message from a 
network element other than the VMS, the SCP routes the 
Subscriber's communication including the copy of the iden 
tifier to the VMS. The VMS uses the copy of the identifier 
with the identifier to place the subscriber's communication 
in the same position occupied previously in the review. 
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METHODS AND SYSTEMS FOR ENABLING 
RETURN TO SAME POSITION IN A REVIEW OF 
MESSAGES INA VOICE MAIL SYSTEM USING 
TAG OR DENTIFIER STORED IN THE VOICE 

MAIL SYSTEM 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

0001. This application is a continuation of U.S. Ser. No. 
09/413,388, filed Jan. 24, 2002, which was the National 
Stage of International Application No. PCT/US00/04766, 
filed Feb. 25, 2000, which claimed the benefit of U.S. 
Provisional Application No. 60/121,932, filed Feb. 26, 1999, 
all of which are incorporated herein by reference in their 
entirety. 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

0002 The present inventions related to the field of tele 
communications, and particularly, relate to the use of Voice 
messaging Systems in an Advanced Intelligent Network 
(AIN) of a communications System. 

BACKGROUND 

0003) A person typically uses a telephone answering 
machine or a Voice mail Service to provide a caller with an 
opportunity to leave a message should the perSon be unavail 
able to take the call. On a busy day, a number of messages 
may be accumulated and made available for retrieval. AS the 
person goes through the accumulated messages, he or she 
may simply listen to Some of the messages. For other 
messages, the perSon may desire to Speak directly to the 
callers in “live calls to the callers”. In other words, the 
perSon may desire to make a reply call to one of the callers 
who left the perSon a message. 

0004. There are different ways in which a person may 
make a reply call to a caller who left a message Such as the 
method referred to herein as the “urgent-reply”. Pursuant to 
the urgent-reply method, the reply call is made as Soon after 
listening to the relevant message as desired. For example, a 
caller may have left an urgent message for the perSon. AS 
Soon as the person gathers the urgency of the message and 
the relevant callback information, the person may initiate the 
reply call. In other words, the perSon interrupts his or her 
review of messages to make the “urgent-reply”. Generally, 
if the person interrupts his or her review of messages, (Such 
as to make an "urgent-reply”), the person misses the rest of 
his or her messages. To review those missed messages, Some 
Systems require the person to call back into the System and 
to repeat a review of previously reviewed messages. 
0005 Systems that require a person to call back into a 
Voice mail System and repeat a review of messages are 
frustrating to Some Subscribers because they delay the 
Subscribers retrieval of missed messages. In these frustrat 
ing Systems, the perSon calls back into the System, and if the 
perSon has not erased or otherwise taken care of the 
reviewed messages, the perSon must listen through or at least 
Skip through the reviewed messages to get to the missed or 
unread messages. Such a frustrated Subscriber much prefers 
to return to the VMS and pick up where he or she left off by 
skipping the reviewed messages and proceeding directly to 
the missed or unread messages. 
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0006. One way of making a reply call that returns a 
Subscriber to the place in the review of messages where the 
Subscriber left off is referred to herein as a “bounce-back' 
method, which is generally available only from advanced 
Voice mail Systems. Such an advanced Voice mail System 
requires the person to call-in for messages, allows a reply 
call to be made after a particular message, and then allows 
the person to return to the Voice mail Service without the 
perSon having to make another call into the System. The 
bounce-back method may be implemented through the use 
of a platform Such as an intelligent peripheral (IP) that 
maintains control over the perSon's call into the System and 
over the reply call. One manner in which to maintain control 
is to bridge the perSon's call into the System with the reply 
call to the caller who left the message. After the reply call 
is finished, then the bridge may be tom down, and the perSon 
may return to a review of messages or other voice mail 
functions. 

0007 But the manner in which the bounce-back method 
allows the perSon to return to the Voice mail Service without 
having to make a separate call into the System has draw 
backs. Maintaining control over the person's call into the 
System and the reply call (by making a bridge or otherwise) 
has the effect of including the platform of the voice mail 
Service as an element in the call path. By remaining an 
element in the call path, the platform takes up resources of 
the telecommunications network. In addition, by remaining 
an element in the call path, the platform may limit, if not 
eliminate, its own resources to take other calls for the 
perSon. Rather than being able to take another call for the 
person, the platform may be effectively “busy”. Whether the 
resources that are taken up are those of the telecommuni 
cations network, the platform, or the Voice mail Service, the 
result of the take-up in resources is an increase in cost in at 
least operation of the platform and Service. 

0008 Accordingly, there is a need for a solution that 
allows a perSon to interrupt a review of messages in a VMS 
to take Some action, and after the interruption, to return to 
the Same place in the review of messages occupied at the 
time of the interruption without the perSon having to make 
a call into the VMS or otherwise to activate the voice mail 
Service, and without an implementing device of the Voice 
mail Service being included as an element in the call path 
during the interruption. 

SUMMARY 

0009 Generally stated, the present inventions relate to 
methods and Systems for enabling a Subscriber to interrupt 
a review of messages in a voice mail System (VMS) So as to 
make a call or take Some other action Such as to make a reply 
call to one of the messages, and to return to the same 
position as occupied at the time of the interruption in the 
VMS. During the interruption, the VMS is not included in 
the call path with respect to the Subscriber's communication. 
Advantageously, after the interruption, the Subscriber may 
be returned to the same position in the VMS without the 
subscriber having to make a separate call into the VMS. 
0010 More particularly, assume a subscriber is in a 
review of messages in the VMS and indicates a desire to 
interrupt the review Such as by making a call in response to 
one of the messages retrieved from the VMS. In response to 
the indication from the Subscriber's communication to leave 
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the review, an identifier is created to mark the position of the 
Subscriber's communication in the review. The identifier is 
stored in the VMS. The VMS transmits a release message 
with respect to the Subscriber's communication and the 
message may include a copy of the identifier. The message 
also may indicate the action to be implemented with respect 
to the Subscriber's communication (Such as the routing of a 
reply call), and may include information related to the action 
Such as the reply telephone number or other information. 
The message may be a GR-1129 message including a remote 
operations (RO) parameter with the copy of the identifier 
and/or other information. The release message effectively 
removes the VMS from further involvement with the Sub 
Scriber's communication at least until the Subscriber's com 
munication is rerouted to the VMS. 

0011. The message from the VMS may be received by the 
service switching point (SSP) serving the VMS (SSP of 
VMS), which in turn, routes the message (and/or the infor 
mation from the message) to a Service control point (SCP). 
In response to the message, the SCP Stores the copy of the 
identifier (if included) and causes whatever action is indi 
cated in the message to be taken with respect to the Sub 
Scriber's communication. 

0012 For example, the SCP may direct the SSP of VMS 
to route the communication to the Subscriber's directory 
number. A reason for first routing the communication to the 
Subscriber's directory number is to have the communication 
appear as if it is being made from a line corresponding to the 
subscriber’s directory number. The communication is to 
appear as if it is being made from the Subscriber's directory 
number for purposes of creating a billing record billing the 
Subscriber, who has elected to make a reply call to a voice 
mail message. 
0013 In the course of routing the subscriber's commu 
nication to the Subscriber's directory number, the commu 
nication typically is routed to the SSP serving the subscrib 
er's directory number (subscriber's SSP). The subscriber's 
SSP pauses in the processing of the communication and 
queries the SCP for instructions. The SCP then instructs the 
subscriber's SSP to take action with respect to the commu 
nication. For example, if the action is a reply call to a party 
who left the Subscriber a message, then the action may 
include routing the communication for termination to an 
intelligent network element (INE) Such as an intelligent 
peripheral (IP). The INE is provided with the reply tele 
phone number, and may be provided with a copy of the 
identifier. 

0.014. In response to the termination of the Subscriber's 
communication to the INE, the INE initiates an INE call to 
the reply telephone number. The INE also bridges the 
Subscriber's communication and the INE’s call to form the 
reply call. As a result of the bridge between the subscriber's 
communication and the INE’s call, the Subscriber is pro 
vided with a reply call to the reply telephone number. 
Advantageously, the VMS is not involved in this reply call 
from the subscriber through to the reply number. The release 
of the VMS from the subscriber's communication frees up 
the VMS for other calls, reduces use of the infrastructure of 
the communications network by obviating the connections 
of the Subscriber's communication to the VMS, and other 
wise improves the efficiency of processing the reply call. 
0.015. After the interruption, such as after the disconnec 
tion of the reply call, the Subscriber may return to a review 
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of messages in the VMS. The subscriber may return to the 
VMS without having to make a separate call into the VMS. 
In addition, the subscriber may be returned to the same 
position in the review that the subscriber occupied when the 
interruption occurred. 
0016. More particularly, assume as an example that the 
interruption is a reply call to a message left for the Subscriber 
in the VMS. The Subscriber's communication has been 
bridged with the INE’s call to form the call to the reply 
telephone number. To connect the Subscriber for interaction 
again with the VMS, the reply call is monitored for a 
disconnect Signal Such as a disconnect event, the input of 
particular digits, or the like. The bridge between the Sub 
scriber's communication and the INE’s call is dismantled so 
as to disconnect the INE’s call to the reply telephone 
number. The INE may provide a release message to the SSP 
serving the INE so as to indicate the INE’s withdrawal or 
release from usage with respect to the Subscriber's commu 
nication. This release message from the INE may include the 
copy of the identifier. 
0017. In response to the release message from the INE, 
the SSP serving the INE may obtain instructions with respect 
to the Subscriber's communication from the SCP. In the 
course of obtaining these instructions, the SSP serving the 
INE may provide the SCP with the copy of the identifier. The 
query for instructions from the SSP serving the INE may put 
the SCP on notice that a network element other than the 
VMS has released the Subscriber's communication. To 
return the subscriber to the VMS, the SCP provides the SSP 
serving the INE with directions to route the subscriber's 
communication to the VMS. The directions may include the 
copy of the identifier for transmission to the VMS. 

0018. The Subscriber's communication is routed by the 
SSP serving the INE to the VMS and may include the copy 
of the identifier. The VMS uses the copy of the identifier 
with the identifier to place the subscriber's communication 
in the same position occupied previously in the review. If the 
VMS is not provided with the copy of the identifier, the 
VMS may otherwise access the appropriate identifier for the 
Subscriber's communication (Such as through use of the 
Subscriber's directory number, etc.) and use the identifier to 
place the Subscriber's communication in the same position 
occupied previously in the review. 

0019. That the present inventions and the exemplary 
embodiments accomplish the features of the present inven 
tions will become apparent from the detailed description of 
the exemplary embodiments and the drawings that follow. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0020 FIG. 1 is a block diagram of an exemplary mes 
Saging System Such as a region-wide messaging System that 
may be used in connection with the present inventions FIG. 
2 is a block diagram illustrating an exemplary reply call 
from the subscriber to the reply telephone number without 
the involvement of the VMS in the reply call. 
0021 FIG. 3 illustrates an exemplary table 60 such as 
may be used in connection with the retrieval of messages in 
the exemplary embodiments. 
0022 FIG. 4 is a block diagram illustrating an exemplary 
connection of the Subscriber's communication for interac 
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tion with the VMS after the disconnection of the reply call 
and without the subscriber having to call back into the VMS. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

0023 The exemplary embodiments of the present inven 
tions provide methods and Systems for enabling a Subscriber 
to interrupt a review of messages in a voice mail System 
(VMS) so as to make a call or take some other action such 
as to make a reply call to one of the messages, and to return 
to the same position as occupied at the time of the interrup 
tion in the VMS. During the interruption, the VMS is not 
included in the call path with respect to the Subscriber's 
communication. Advantageously, after the interruption, the 
subscriber may be returned to the same position in the VMS 
without the Subscriber having to make a separate call into the 
VMS. 

0024 Exemplary Environment for Exemplary Embodi 
mentS 

0.025 The exemplary embodiments of the present inven 
tions are used, preferably, with a region-wide messaging 
(RWM) system, as described in greater detail below. Nev 
ertheless, the present inventions may be used with any type 
of messaging System with the appropriate functionality. 
0026. The RWM system described herein may allow a 
Subscriber to the messaging System within the region of the 
Service provider to Send, receive, forward, and reply to 
messages, including voice mail messages and Voice Profile 
for Internet Mail (VPIM) Messages. Subscribers may 
receive messages from other Subscribers and non-Subscrib 
erS. Subscriber-to-Subscriber messaging, however, illus 
trates the advanced features of the RWM system, which may 
be available, Such as: (1) each Subscriber may send a 
message to another Subscriber; (2) each Subscriber may 
reply to a message received from another Subscriber; (3) 
each Subscriber may reply to a telephone message received 
from a non-Subscriber by implementing a feature that dials 
the non-Subscriber; and (4) each Subscriber may receive and 
reply to Internet Voice messages or fax messages. 
0027 Exemplary RWM System-FIG. 1 
0028 FIG. 1 is a block diagram of an exemplary RWM 
System 10 (also referred to as a telecommunications mes 
saging network). The network 10 includes a variety of 
interconnected network elements. A group of Such elements 
includes the plurality of end offices which are indicated as 
service switching points (SSPs or switches) 12a, 12b, 12c. 
An SSP typically includes Switch functionality, but also 
includes other functionality So as to communicate with other 
network elements, and in particular, with Advanced Intelli 
gent Network (AIN) elements. SSP 12a and SSP 12c are 
each coupled to a Subscriber line, which also may be referred 
to as a line or a calling line. Each SSP 12a, 12b, 12c serves 
a designated group of lines, and thus, the SSP that Serves a 
particular line may be referred to as its Serving Switch. The 
line is typically connected to a piece of terminating equip 
ment including telephones 14, 38. Although telephones 14, 
38 are illustrated as the terminating equipment, those skilled 
in the art will understand that Such terminating equipment 
may include other telecommunications devices including, 
but not limited to, facsimile machines, computers, modems, 
etc. End offices may further be coupled through a tandem 
office (not illustrated), which may be used to connect and 
Switch circuits between and among end offices. 
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0029. Each active line in an AIN is assigned a ten digit 
(NPA-NXX-XXXX) line number regardless of whether 
Seven or ten digits are dialed to reach the Subscriber. A line 
number is commonly referred to as a telephone number or a 
directory number. 

0030 SSP 12b is connected by trunks to a voice mail 
system (VMS) (messaging platform) 15. (These trunks use 
Signaling System 7 Signals for call set-up and other actions.) 
SSP 12c is connected by trunks to a voice mail system 
(VMS) (messaging platform) 17. 
0031) SSPs 12a, 12b, 12c are interconnected by a plu 
rality of trunk circuits 18. These are the voice path trunks 
that connect the SSPs to connect communications. In addi 
tion to connections to other elements, each of the SSPs is 
connected to a local signal transfer point (STP) 20 via 
respective data linkS. Currently, these data linkS employ a 
Signaling protocol referred to as Signaling System 7 (SS7). 
Much of the intelligence of the AIN resides in a service 
control point (SCP) 22 that is connected to STP 20 over an 
SS7 data link. Among the functions performed by the SCP 
22 is the maintenance of network databases and Subscriber 
databases as represented collectively by databases (Sub 
scriber data) 24. The system 10 may also include intelligent 
network elements (INES) such as the INE 39 illustrated as 
connected to SSP 12c. An INE may be an intelligent 
peripheral (IP) such as a service node (SN) (sometimes 
referred to as a service circuit node). An INE may include 
voice and dual tone multi-frequency (DTW) signal recog 
nition devices and voice synthesis devices. The INE 0.39 
may be connected to the SSP 12c through a data link using 
an X.25 or other protocol and typically may be connected to 
one or more SSPs via an Integrated Service Digital Network 
(ISDN) links. 
0032. In order to keep the processing of data and calls as 
Simple as possible, a relatively Small Set of triggerS is 
defined at the SSPs for each call. A trigger in the AIN is an 
event associated with a particular call that generates a packet 
to be sent to an SCP. The SCP queries its databases or service 
package applications (SPAS) for processing instructions with 
respect to the particular call. The results are Sent back to the 
SSP in a response from the SCP 22 through STP 20 The 
return packet includes instructions to the SSP as to how to 
process the call. The instructions may be to take Some 
Special action as a result of a customized calling Service or 
an enhanced feature. In response to the instructions, the SSP 
moves through the remaining call States, may encounter 
further triggers, and generates further packets that are used 
to Set up and route the call. Similar devices for routing calls 
among various local eXchange carriers are provided by 
regional STP (not illustrated) and by regional SCP (not 
illustrated) which may be connected to STP 20, SCP 22, 
and/or to the elements described herein through the public 
switched telephone network (PSTN) 26. 
0033 When a messaging subscriber (such as the person 
or entity using telephone 14) Subscribes to a messaging 
Service, an entry or a record is created in a VMS Such as 
VMS 15. Each VMS 15, 17 includes Subscriber administra 
tion, message retrieval, Send, reply, forward, and mailbox 
maintenance functions, among others. Each VMS 15, 17 
includes or is functionally connected respectively to a Sub 
scriber profile database 28, 30 (subscriber data). Each sub 
Scriber profile database Stores Subscriber-specific profile 
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information (subscriber information) for retrieval by VMS 
functions. The VMSs 15, 17 are elements of the messaging 
system or service. To the protected TCP/IP network(s) 32 
described below, each of the messaging platforms 15, 17 
look like a valid TCP/IP element. In support of this, the 
VMSs 15, 17 may be assigned a TCP/IP (or IP) address 
and/or a domain name. Generally, the TCP/IP or other 
address or domain name of the VMS 15, 17 may be stored 
in a region-wide messaging directory (RMD) 25 discussed 
below, or may be stored on Some domain name server (not 
illustrated) either in the protected TCP/IP network(s) 32, in 
Some other element, or as a separate element. In further 
support of this TCP/IP capability, the VMSs 15, 17 may also 
provide operations access to mail administrative destina 
tions, in addition to Subscriber messaging mailbox destina 
tions. In addition, each VMS 15 or 17 is an SS7 network 
element and as Such is assigned an identifier Such as a 
directory number, a destination point code (DPC) or the like. 
0034) The VMSs 15, 17 communicate with the SSP and 
the SCP according to the AIN 0.2 Switch-Intelligent 
Peripheral Interface Generic Requirements-1129-CORE 
Specification, AINGR: Switch-Intelligent Peripheral Inter 
face (IPI) (A module of AINGR, FR-15); Document Num 
ber: GR-1129; Issue Number: 03; Updates: REVO1-October 
1998; Issue Date: September 1997; Product Type: Industry 
Requirements and Standards (RS); Component of FR-15, 
(“GR-1129”) which is incorporated herein by reference. 
This GR-1129 describes the use of a Remote Operations 
(RO) parameter for indicating the invocation of a Supple 
mentary service. The RO parameter may be used to allow the 
SCP 22 and the VMSs 15, 17 to share information. 
0035) In this messaging service, TCP/IP messaging is 
allowed via a private Transmission Control Protocol/Internet 
Protocol (TCP/IP) network (protected TCP/IP network(s)) 
32. The VMSs 15, 17 through the network 32 may use a 
Light-weight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) to commu 
nicate with other elements Such as a domain name Server 
(not illustrated) and/or directories such as RMD 25 to obtain 
information with respect to the proper destination/recipient 
of a message. 
0.036 An Internet gateway 34 provides secure access 
between the private TCP/IP network 32 and the Internet 36. 
The gateway 34 limits the access of VPIM traffic to and from 
the Internet 36. In addition, the gateway 34 performs autho 
rized LDAP messaging directory lookups to route messages 
received from the Internet 36. 

0037 Advantageously, a subscriber's line number gen 
erally may be the Subscriber's mailbox number associated 
with a messaging platform rendering Service to the Sub 
scriber in the RWM system. In other words, a message 
addressed to the subscriber may include the subscriber's line 
number, which may also be the subscriber's mailbox num 
ber. Alternatively, the subscriber's mailbox number may 
relate to Some other identifier associated with the Subscriber. 
The subscriber's address may be based on the ten digit 
directory number (DN) using an International Telecommu 
nications Union (ITV) Standard E. 164 compliant address. 
0.038 FIG. 1 also illustrates the exemplary use of a 
region-wide messaging directory 25 (RMD or directory) in 
the messaging system 10. The RMD 25 is functionally 
connected to the other elements of the messaging System 10 
through inclusion in or a connection to the TCP/IP network 
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32. Although the RMD 25 is illustrated as connected to the 
system 10 through the TCP/IP network32, the RMD 25, or 
course, may be connected to the System 10 in other ways or 
even be included in an element of the System Such as in 
association with the directories 24 of SCP 22. An RMD 
provides high-Speed directory look-up for messaging Sub 
scribers. Generally, an RMD stores information so as to 
determine which messaging platform of the RWM system 
serves which Subscriber. Additional information on the 
manner in which the RMDs of the messaging system 10 
Store information on messaging platforms and Subscribers 
and how RMDS interact with a network element 51 may be 
obtained from the commonly assigned and owned patent 
application entitled “Methods and System for Determining 
Message Routing Based on Elements of a Directory Num 
ber', which was filed with the United States Patent and 
Trademark Office on Dec. 13, 1999 and assigned Ser. No. 
09/459,498, and which was filed with the United States 
Receiving Office pursuant to the Patent Cooperation Treaty 
(PCT) on Dec. 13, 1999 and assigned Application No. 
PCT/US99/29491 and which application is herein by refer 
CCC. 

0039. Of course, an RMD may keep track of other 
information relating to subscribers of the RWM system. In 
particular, the RMD may act as both a client and a server 
with respect to the Light-weight Directory Access Protocol 
(LDAP). The RMD stores subscriber, service, and other 
messaging data. In addition, the RMD Supports the LDAP 
attributes field for LDAP clients to choose the fields that 
they desire to retrieve from the server. Clients may retrieve 
the subscriber profile from the RMD. 
0040 Subscriber data may be stored in the RMD in the 
following exemplary fashion: 

Description/Directory Field LDAPDN Attribute 

Subscribers Mailbox Number CN (Common Name) 
Name Announcement Spoken Name 
MDSBlocking N/A 

0041) Subscriber data is used to look up Subscribers in the 
RMD. The data is also used for the purposes of routing and 
billing a Subscriber's calls and messages to and from the 
messaging platforms. 
0042 Service data may be stored in the RMD in the 
following exemplary fashion: 

Description/Directory Field LDAP DN Attribute 

VMS ID VMSID 
VMS DAP Number VMSDN 
VMS Domain Domain 
VoiceEncoding N/A 
LATA N/A 
State N/A 
StateLATA N/A 
LDAP Credentials 
VMS IP address 

Hidden in LDAP query 
Hidden in LDAP query 

0043. The service data contains messaging platform 
Specific information to perform certain checks during direc 
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tory look-up and call/message routing. The RMD may also 
Store Service provider data to ensure that a Service provider 
has access to only its authorized Subscribers information. 
0044) Exemplary Reply Call With An Identifier Marking 
the Subscriber's Position-FIG. 2 and FIG. 3 

004.5 FIG. 2 is a block diagram illustrating an exemplary 
reply call from the Subscriber to a reply telephone number 
without the involvement of the VMS in the reply call. 
Additional information on reply calls Such as the exemplary 
reply call described in connection with FIG.2 may be found 
in the commonly assigned and owned patent application 
entitled “Methods and Systems for Enabling a Reply Call to 
a Voice Mail Message”, filed concurrently on Feb. 25, 2000 
with the United States Patent and Trademark Office and 
assigned Ser. No. and with the United States Patent 
and Trademark Office as the receiving office pursuant to the 
Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT) and assigned Application 
No. and incorporated herein by reference. 

0.046 Referring to FIG. 2, assume for this example that 
a subscriber 40 has called the VMS 48 to retrieve messages. 
During the retrieval, the subscriber 40 interrupts to take 
action on a message by placing a reply call. After the reply 
call, the Subscriber desires to return to the position in the 
review of messages where lie or she left off at the time of the 
interruption. In the figures, Solid arrows and cross-hatched 
arrows illustrate the call path of a communication. Dashed 
arrows illustrate the paths between or among elements in the 
exchange of data or control signals. 
0047 Subscriber 40 dials a “pilot” or “administration” 
number, which also may be referred to as a messaging acceSS 
telephone number. AS indicated by Solid arrow A, the 
Subscriber's communication is routed to the Service Switch 
ing point serving the Subscriber (“subscriber's SSP”) 42. As 
indicated by Solid arrow B, the subscriber's SSP routes the 
subscriber's communication to the SSP serving the VMS 
(“SSP of the VMS) 44. The communication encounters a 
trigger provisioned on the SSP of the VMS 44 with respect 
to the pilot number. The SSP of the VMS 44 engages in a 
query/response exchange (not illustrated in FIG. 2) with an 
SCP 46 and is provided with instructions to route the 
communication to the VMS 48. As indicated by solid arrow 
E, the SSP of the VMS 44 routes the Subscriber's commu 
nication to the VMS 48. The VMS 48 uses the calling 
number (i.e., the Subscriber's directory number) to access 
the Subscriber's voice mailbox and to make any message 
available to the Subscriber. 

0.048 Thus, the call path of the subscriber's communi 
cation to retrieve his or her Voice mail messages from the 
VMS 48 is illustrated by the Solid arrows A, B, and E of 
FIG. 2. In particular, the call path is from: the subscriber's 
equipment 40 to the subscriber's SSP 42 (arrow A); the 
subscriber's SSP 42 to the SSP of the VMS 44 (arrow B); 
and then the SSP of the VMS 44 to the VMS 48 (arrow E). 
0049. When the subscriber 40 calls into the VMS 48 to 
retrieve messages, the VMS 48 may keep track of the 
position of the Subscriber's communication with respect to 
the retrieval of the messages. The VMS 48 may keep track 
of the position (and related information) through the use of 
a table or other device. The VMS 48 may present the 
subscriber 40 (visually on a display or by announcement) 
with his or her position in the retrieval of messages. 
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0050 FIG. 3 illustrates an exemplary table 60 such as 
may be used by the VMS 48 and/or presented to the 
subscriber 40 in connection with the retrieval of messages. 
The table 60 includes two columns: the left “position” 
column 62; and the right “identifier” column 64. Each 
column includes entries that correspond row by row align 
ment to the entries of the other column. The position column 
62 includes entries which indicate the position of the Sub 
scriber in the voice mail service. The identifier column 64 
provides a respective identifier in each of its entries to 
correspond to the appropriate entry in the position column. 
0051) Prior to a functional description of the table 60, 
details are now provided about the entries 66-73 in the table. 
As the first row in the table 60, the highest level in message 
retrieval of the position column 62 is the entry 66 entitled 
“voice message retrieval”. The corresponding entry 67 in the 
identifier column 64 is marked “empty”. As the second row 
in the table 60, the entry 68 of the position column 62 is 
entitled “first message retrieved”. The corresponding entry 
69 in the identifier column 64 is marked “empty”. As the 
third row in the table 60, the entry 70 of the position column 
62 is entitled “second message retrieved”. The correspond 
ing entry 71 in the identifier column 64 is marked “16”. As 
the fourth row in the table 60, the entry 70 of the position 
column 62 is entitled “third message retrieved”. The corre 
sponding entry 73 is marked “empty”. 
0052 One feature of the exemplary embodiments that 
this table 60 illustrates is that a subscriber may interrupt a 
review of messages at any point. In this example, the 
Subscriber has decided to interrupt a review of messages in 
the VMS 48 to make a reply call (a “live call”) to a called 
party who left him or her the Second Voice mail message. To 
indicate that the Subscriber desires to make a reply call to a 
particular voice mail message, he or she provides Some 
indication to the VMS 48 such as the input of a particular 
code. Generally, the code may be input by the Subscriber 
while the Subscriber is listening or reviewing the particular 
message, or after the end of the particular message. The 
Subscriber may input this code and make a reply call to a 
message even though other messages are awaiting review by 
the Subscriber. In Sum, the Subscriber does not have to wait 
until all of the messages have been reviewed or otherwise 
reach the end of the accumulated messages in order to make 
a reply call to a particular message. 
0053) The VMS 48 notes the receipt of the indication 
AudioDTMFnn that the subscriber desires to make a 
reply call to a message, and in this example, to the Second 
message. The VMS 48 creates and stores an identifier to 
correspond to the Second message. Referring to table 60, 
entry 70 entitled “second message retrieved” in the position 
column 62 is the relevant entry, and its corresponding entry 
71 in the “identifier” column is filled with an identifier 
marked “16” in this example. The identifier also may be 
referred to as a bookmark, an acceSS number or code, or the 
like. For the identifier, the exemplary VMS 48 selects an 
integer (“16') from a pool of integers available for use as 
identifiers. The VMS 48 stores the identifier in the table 60 
(or in another device or area) So that the identifier corre 
sponds to the menu level of the Subscriber's communication 
in review of messages (“second message retrieved in this 
example). 
0054) Now referring again to FIG. 2, also in response to 
the receipt of the indication that the subscriber desires to 
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make a reply call to a message, as indicated by dashed arrow 
F, the VMS 48 sends an ISUP Release (ISUPREL) message 
to the SSP of the VMS 44. The message is a release of the 
subscriber's communication by the VMS 44. The message 
may be a GR-1129 message and may include a remote 
operations (RO) parameter with fields: (1) an identifier for 
implementation of a reply call (which may be characterized 
as an identifier of an operation type and abbreviated as 
“OperType’); (2) a destination number (DestNumber) for 
the reply call which may be referred to as the reply telephone 
number (which may be included by the VMS as taken from 
the information associated with the message to which the 
Subscriber is making the reply call); (3) a Subscriber number 
that identifies the Subscriber with respect to his or her 
mailbox and/or for billing purposes; and (4) a copy of the 
identifier (i.e., the “16' entry) corresponding to the subscrib 
er's position in the review of messages in the VMS. The 
release message effectively removes the VMS 48 from 
further involvement with the Subscriber's communication or 
with the reply call (at least until the subscriber's communi 
cation is returned to the VMS 48) The message from the 
VMS 48 is received by the SSP of the VMS 44, which, in 
turn, transmits a TCAP Resource Clear (TCAPResClear) 
message to the SCP46 as indicated by dashed arrow G. The 
message from the SSP of the VMS 44 to the SCP 46 may 
include the message from the VMS 48 or the relevant parts 
thereof Such as identification of the operation to be imple 
mented (i.e., reply call), the reply telephone number, the 
Subscriber's directory number, and a copy of the identifier 
marking the position of the Subscriber's communication in 
the review of messages in the VMS. 

0055. In response to receipt of the message from the SSP 
of the VMS 44, the SCP 46 analyzes the message and 
determines that an operation is to be implemented with 
respect to the Subscriber's communication. In this example, 
the operation to be implemented is a reply call and the reply 
call is to be made to the called party number. Accordingly, 
the SCP 46, as indicated by dashed arrow H, sends a TCAP 
Analyze Route (TCAPAnalRte) message to the SSP of the 
VMS 44, which instructs the SSP of the VMS 44 to route the 
subscriber's communication to the subscriber's directory 
number. The message from the SCP 46 sets the called 
number to the subscriber's directory number. The SCP 46 
also includes at least the reply telephone number (for 
example, as the redirecting number) and may include the 
other information from the RO parameter in its message to 
the SSP of the VMS 44 such as the copy of the identifier 
marking the Subscriber's position in the review of messages 
in the VMS. 

0056. As noted, the SCP 46 directs the SSP of the VMS 
44 to route the Subscriber's communication to the Subscrib 
er's directory number. A reason for first routing the com 
munication to the subscriber's directory number is to have 
the communication appear as if it is being made from a line 
corresponding to the Subscriber's directory number. The 
communication is to appear as if it is being made from the 
Subscriber's directory number for purposes of creating a 
billing record billing the Subscriber, who has elected to make 
a reply call to a voice mail message. Of course, if there is no 
reason to route the communication first to the Subscriber's 
directory number, then the communication may be routed 
directly to the reply telephone number. 
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0057 The SSP of the VMS 44 uses an ISUP message in 
routing the communication to the Subscriber's directory 
number. The ISUP message may include a copy of the 
identifier marking the position of the Subscriber's commu 
nication in the review of messages in the VMS 48. In the 
course of the routing, the communication is directed to the 
SSP serving the subscriber's directory number (subscriber's 
SSP) 42, where a termination attempt (TAT) trigger is 
encountered with respect to the Subscriber's directory num 
ber. The subscriber's SSP 42 pauses in the processing of the 
communication and queries the SCP 46 for instructions by 
using a TCAP termination attempt (TCAP TermAttempt) 
message. The message from the subscriber's SSP 42 may 
include the message or the relevant information from the 
message (i.e., the RO parameter information) relating to the 
reply call such as provided by the VMS 48 and including an 
identifier for the operation to be implemented, the reply 
telephone number, the Subscriber's directory number, and a 
copy of the identifier marking the position of the Subscrib 
er's communication in the review of messages in the VMS. 
The transmission of the query from the subscriber's SSP42 
to the SCP 46 is illustrated in FIG. 3 by the dashed arrow 
J. 

0.058. The SCP 46 examines the information received in 
the TCAP TermAttempt message, and determines that the 
communication is an outdial call. The SCP 46 then uses a 
TCAP Forward Call message, as indicated by dashed arrow 
K, to instruct the Subscriber's SSP 42 to route the commu 
nication for termination to an intelligent network element 
(INE) such as an intelligent peripheral (IP) 52. The instruc 
tions may include a copy of the identifier marking the 
position of the subscriber's communication in the review of 
messages in the VMS. 

0059) As indicated by solid arrow L, the subscriber's SSP 
42 routes the Subscriber's communication to the SSP of the 
IP 50 and may include a copy of the identifier marking the 
position of the subscriber's communication in the review of 
the messages in the VMS. The subscriber's SSP 42 uses an 
ISUP IAM message with the called number as the directory 
number of the IP 52 and may include the information of the 
RO parameter. As indicated by solid arrow M, the SSP of the 
IP50 then terminates the Subscriber's communication to the 
IP52. The SSP of the IP50 uses a PRI Setup message and 
may include the information of the RO parameter including 
a copy of the identifier marking the position of the Subscrib 
er's communication in the review of messages in the VMS. 
0060. At this point in the implementation of the reply call 
to the message as indicated by the Subscriber, the call path 
of the Subscriber's communication does not include the 
VMS 48. In particular, at this point, the call path is illus 
trated in FIG. 2 as from: the subscriber's equipment 40 to 
the subscriber's SSP 42 (arrow A); the subscriber's SSP 42 
to the SSP of the IP50 (arrow L); and the SSP of the IP50 
to the IP52 (arrow M). (In some cases, the call path also may 
include the SSP of the VMS 44). 
0061. In response to the termination of the subscriber's 
communication to the IP 52, the IP 52 initiates a call to the 
reply telephone number (“IP's call’). The IP's call is ini 
tially routed from the IP 52 to the SSP of the IP 50 as 
indicated by cross-hatched arrow N and uses a PRI Setup 
message. From the SSP of the IP50, the IP's call is routed, 
as illustrated by cross-hatched arrow 0, to the SSP serving 
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the reply telephone number (“called party's SSP”) 54. The 
called party's SSP 54 further routes the IP's call to the 
equipment of the called party 56 as indicated by croSS 
hatched arrow P. Thus, the call path of the IP's call is from: 
the IP 52 to the SSP of the IP50 (arrow N); the SSP of the 
IP50 to the called party's SSP 54 (arrow 0); and the called 
party's SSP 54 to the called party 56 (arrow P). 
0.062. In addition, the IP 52 connects or merges the 
subscriber's communication and the IPs call such as by 
making a bridge 58, or otherwise, to form the reply call. AS 
a result of the bridge 58 between the subscriber's commu 
nication and the IP's call, the subscriber is provided with a 
reply call to the reply telephone number. 
0063 Advantageously, the VMS 48 is not involved in this 
reply call from the subscriber through to the reply number. 
The release of the VMS 48 from the Subscriber's commu 
nication frees up the VMS 48 for other calls, reduces use of 
the infrastructure of the communications network by obvi 
ating the connections of the Subscriber's communication to 
the VMS 48, and otherwise improves the efficiency of 
processing the reply call. 
0.064 Exemplary Connection for Interaction with the 
VMS-FIG. 4 

0065. An advantage of the present inventions is that they 
provide methods and Systems to connect the Subscriber to 
the VMS 48 for interaction with the VMS 48 after an 
interruption in the retrieval of messages without the Sub 
scriber having to make a separate call into the VMS and by 
placing the Subscriber in the position in the review of 
messages at the point where the Subscriber left off for the 
interruption. 

0.066 Generally, to connect the Subscriber for interaction 
again (after a reply call or similar interruption) with the 
VMS 48, the reply call is monitored by the IP 52 for a 
disconnect Signal Such as a disconnect event, the input of 
particular digits, or the like AudioDTMF “*”). In response 
to a disconnect Signal, the IP 52 disconnects the called party 
56 so as to disconnect the IP's call. The bridge between the 
Subscriber's communication and the IP's call is dismantled 
so that only the Subscriber's communication remains. The IP 
52 releases the Subscriber's communication, which is routed 
to the VMS 48. 

0067 FIG. 4 illustrates the exemplary environment of 
FIG. 3, but after the IP 52 has received a disconnect signal 
and has disconnected the called party, and only the Subscrib 
er's communication remains. Unlike FIG. 3, there is no call 
path from the IP 52 to the SSP of the IP50, nor a call path 
from the SSP of the IP50 to the called party's SSP54, and 
no call path from the called party's SSP54 to the called party 
56. 

0068. Once the IP 52 disconnects the IP's call, the IP 52 
sends an ISUP Release (ISUP) message to the SSP of the IP 
50. This message may include a copy of the identifier 
marking the position of the Subscriber's communication in 
the review of messages in the VMS. The SSP of the IP 50 
obtains instructions in a query/response exchange from the 
SCP 46 with respect to the subscriber's communication 
(dashed arrows Q and R). In the query, the SSP of the IP 50 
may provide a copy of the identifier marking the position of 
the Subscriber's communication in the review of the mes 
sages in the VMS. In the response, the SCP 46 may provide 
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a copy of the identifier marking the position of the Subscrib 
er's communication in the review of the messages in the 
VMS. In particular, the Subscriber's communication is pro 
cessed so as to route the communication to the VMS 48 
without the Subscriber having to call back into the VMS. 
0069. The Subscriber's communication is routed by the 
SSP of the IP 50 to the directory number of the VMS 48. 
Solid arrow S from the Subscriber's SSP42 to the SSP of the 
VMS 44 and Solid arrow T from the SSP of the VMS 44 to 
the VMS 48 (as well as arrow A from the subscriber 40 to 
the subscriber's SSP 42) illustrate that the call path of the 
Subscriber's communication has been returned to that illus 
trated by arrows A, B, and E of FIG. 2 when the subscriber 
40 was in communication with the VMS 48. In the course of 
this routing of the Subscriber's communication, the VMS 
may be provided with a copy of the identifier marking the 
position of the subscriber's communication in the review of 
the messages in the VMS. Advantageously, the subscriber 
does not have to make a call back into the VMS 48 to 
continue to interact with the VMS 48, but the subscriber may 
Simply hang on after disconnection of the reply call to be 
routed back to the VMS 48. 

0070. In response to receipt of the subscriber's commu 
nication, the VMS 48 places the subscriber's communica 
tion in the same position occupied previously in the review 
(i.e., before the interruption). The VMS 48 may accomplish 
this placement by using the copy of the identifier with the 
identifier the VMS 48 has stored with respect to this sub 
Scriber and/or to this Subscriber's communication. The copy 
of the identifier may be compared for a match to the entries 
in the identifier column of the table 60 of the Subscriber's 
communication. If the VMS is not provided with the copy of 
the identifier, the VMS may otherwise access the appropriate 
identifier for the Subscriber's communication (Such as 
through use of the Subscriber's directory number, etc.) and 
use the identifier to place the Subscriber's communication in 
the same position occupied previously in the review. 

0.071) Once the VMS has used the identifier to place the 
subscriber's communication in position, the VMS 48 may 
delete or otherwise eliminate the identifier from its entry in 
the table 60 of the Subscriber's communication. The iden 
tifier may be returned to the “pool of identifiers” for reuse. 

0072 Alternative Embodiments 
0073. The exemplary embodiments described above are 
related to use in a messaging System Such as a voice mail 
System. Nonetheless, the present inventions may be imple 
mented in other contexts. For example, rather than returning 
a Subscriber to a previous position in the retrieval of mes 
Sages, the present inventions may be used in connection with 
returning a user to a particular place in the review of other 
matter Such as documents, audio messages, Videos, music, 
educational or commercial programs or materials, and the 
like. 

0074 An example of such an alternative use is in con 
nection with a customer who accesses materials relating to 
a product the customer is interested in purchasing. The 
present inventions may be used to allow the customer to 
interrupt his or her review of the product materials, and then 
after the interruption, to return to the position occupied in 
the product materials prior to the interruption. Advanta 
geously, the customer (and the product vendor) is assured 
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that the customer does not miss anything in the product 
material, but still is able to take a break from review of the 
product material. 
0075 Another alternative use is in connection with the 
review of a compilation of Songs by a potential customer. 
The customer may be engaged in reviewing the compilation 
track-by-track, but then be interrupted for Some reason. 
Using the present inventions, after the interruption, the 
customer may be returned to the track of the compilation 
which he or She was reviewing at the time of the interrup 
tion. 

CONCLUSION 

0.076 From the foregoing description of the exemplary 
embodiments of the present inventions and operations 
thereof, other embodiments will Suggest themselves to those 
skilled in the art. Therefore, the Scope of the present inven 
tion is to be limited only by the claims below and equiva 
lents thereof. 

We claim: 
1. A method for placing a Subscriber's communication in 

a position with respect to a review of messages in a voice 
mail system (VMS), the method comprising: 

in response to an indication from the Subscriber's com 
munication to leave the review, creating an identifier to 
mark the position of the Subscriber's communication in 
the review; 

Storing the identifier; 
in response to a notice indicating the Subscriber's com 

munication is to rejoin the review in the VMS, using the 
identifier to place the Subscriber's communication in 
the position in the review, 

whereby a subscriber may interrupt the review of mes 
Sages in the VMS and then return to the position in the 
review in the VMS. 

2. The method as claimed in claim 1, wherein the notice 
comprises a copy of the identifier; and wherein using the 
identifier to place the Subscriber's communication in the 
position in the review comprises using the copy of the 
identifier with the identifier to place the Subscriber's com 
munication in the position in the review. 

3. The method as claimed in claim 1, wherein creating the 
identifier to mark the position of the subscriber's commu 
nication comprises, in response to the indication from the 
Subscriber's communication to leave the review, providing a 
message indicating a release of the Subscriber's communi 
cation. 

4. The method as claimed in claim 3, wherein the message 
comprises a remote operations (RO) parameter including a 
copy of the identifier. 

5. The method as claimed in claim 4, wherein the message 
comprises a GR-1129 message comprising the RO param 
eter including the copy of the identifier. 

6. The method as claimed in claim 1, further comprising 
a step of transmitting the identifier after the Step of creating 
the identifier. 

7. The method as claimed in claim 1, wherein the received 
notice is generated by a non-terminating network element. 

8. A method of enabling the placement of a subscriber's 
communication in a position in a review of messages in a 
voice mail system (VMS), the method comprising: 
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receiving a message indicating a VMS release of the 
Subscriber's communication by the VMS, the message 
including a copy of an identifier marking the position of 
the Subscriber's communication in the review of mes 
Sages in the VMS; 

Storing the copy of the identifier; and 
in response to receiving a notice of a release of the 

Subscriber's communication by a network element 
other than the VMS, directing the subscriber's com 
munication to be routed to the VMS including the copy 
of the identifier. 

9. The method as claimed in claim 8, wherein the message 
comprises a remote operations (RO) parameter including the 
copy of the identifier. 

10. The method as claimed in claim 9, wherein the 
message comprises a GR-1129 message comprising the RO 
parameter including the copy of the identifier. 

11. A method for enabling a subscriber, having established 
communication with a voice mail system (VMS), to inter 
rupt a review of recorded messages in the VMS, the method 
comprising: 

in response to an indication from Said established com 
munication to leave the review of recorded messages in 
the VMS, creating an identifier marking a position 
occupied by the subscriber at the interruption of the 
review of recorded messages in the VMS; 

Storing the identifier, 
transmitting a release message indicating at least a tele 

phone number to which the new call is to be directed, 
the release message further including a copy of Said 
identifier; 

receiving the release message, and causing Said estab 
lished communication to be terminated to an intelligent 
network element (INE), the INE being further provided 
with the telephone number for the new call; 

in response to termination of Said established communi 
cation to the INE, initiating an INE call to the telephone 
number, bridging Said established communication and 
the INE call and forming the new call from the Sub 
Scriber, monitoring the new call for a disconnect Signal, 
and in response to the disconnect Signal, dismantling 
the bridge So as to disconnect the INE call and releasing 
Said established communication; 

in response to a notice of release of Said established 
communication by the INE, causing Said established 
communication to be routed to the VMS and to include 
the copy of the identifier; and 

in response to receipt of Said established communication 
and the copy of the identifier, using the copy of the 
identifier to return the Subscriber to the position occu 
pied by the Subscriber at the interruption of the review 
of recorded messages in the VMS, 

whereby the subscriber may interrupt the review of 
recorded messages in the VMS to make a new call, and 
then return to the position occupied by the Subscriber at 
the interruption of the review of recorded messages in 
the VMS. 

12. The method as claimed in claim 11, wherein the 
release message from the VMS comprises a remote opera 
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tions (RO) parameter including the reply telephone number 
and the copy of the identifier. 

13. The method as claimed in claim 12, wherein the 
release message comprises a GR-1129 message comprising 
the RO parameter. 

14. The method as claimed in claim 11, wherein the 
release message comprises a remote operations (RO) param 
eter including the reply telephone number and the copy of 
the identifier. 

15. The method as claimed in claim 14, wherein the 
release message comprises a GR-1129 message comprising 
the RO parameter. 

16. A computer readable medium having a program for 
placing a Subscriber's communication in a position with 
respect to a review of recorded messages in a voice mail 
System (VMS), the program comprising logic configured to 
perform the Steps of: 

in response to an indication from the Subscriber's com 
munication to leave the review of recorded messages in 
the VMS, creating an identifier to mark the position of 
the Subscriber's communication in the review of 
recorded messages in the VMS; 

Storing the identifier; 
in response to a notice indicating the Subscriber's com 

munication is to rejoin the review of recorded messages 
in the VMS, using the identifier to place the subscrib 
er's communication in the position in the review of 
recorded messages in the VMS, 

whereby a subscriber may interrupt the review of mes 
Sages in the VMS and then return to the position in the 
review of recorded messages in the VMS. 

17. The computer readable medium as claimed in claim 
16, wherein the notice comprises a copy of the identifier; and 
wherein using the identifier to place the Subscriber's com 
munication in the position in the review comprises using the 
copy of the identifier with the identifier to place the Sub 
Scriber's communication in the position in the review. 

18. The computer readable medium as claimed in claim 
16, wherein creating the identifier to mark the position of the 
Subscriber's communication comprises, in response to the 
indication from the Subscriber's communication to leave the 
review, providing a message indicating a release of the 
Subscriber's communication. 

19. The computer readable medium as claimed in claim 
18, wherein the message comprises a remote operations 
(RO) parameter including a copy of the identifier. 

20. The computer readable medium as claimed in claim 
19, wherein the message comprises a GR-1129 message 
comprising the RO parameter including the copy of the 
identifier. 

21. The computer readable medium as claimed in claim 
16, further comprising a step of transmitting the identifier 
after the Step of creating the identifier. 

22. The computer readable medium as claimed in claim 
16, wherein the received notice is generated by a non 
terminating network element. 

23. A computer readable medium having a program for 
enabling the placement of a Subscriber's communication in 
a position in a review of recorded messages in a voice mail 
system (VMS), the method comprising: 

receiving a release message indicating a VMS release of 
the Subscriber's communication by the VMS, the 
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release message including a copy of an identifier mark 
ing the position of the Subscriber's communication in 
the review of recorded messages in the VMS; 

Storing the copy of the identifier; and 
in response to receiving a notice of a release of the 

Subscriber's communication by a network element 
other than the VMS, directing the subscriber's com 
munication to be routed to the VMS including the copy 
of the identifier. 

24. The computer readable medium as claimed in claim 
23, wherein the message comprises a remote operations 
(RO) parameter including the copy of the identifier. 

25. The computer readable medium as claimed in claim 
24, wherein the message comprises a GR-1129 message 
comprising the RO parameter including the copy of the 
identifier. 

26. A computer readable medium having a program for 
enabling a Subscriber, having established communication 
with a voice mail system (VMS), to interrupt a review of 
recorded messages in the VMS, the method comprising: 

in response to an indication from Said established com 
munication to leave the review of recorded messages in 
the VMS, creating an identifier marking a position 
occupied by the subscriber at the interruption of the 
review of recorded messages in the VMS; 

Storing the identifier; 
transmitting a release message indicating at least a tele 

phone number to which the new call is to be directed, 
the release message further including a copy of Said 
identifier; 

receiving the release message, and causing Said estab 
lished communication to be terminated to an intelligent 
network element (INE), the INE being further provided 
with the telephone number for the new call; 

in response to termination of Said established communi 
cation to the INE, initiating an INE call to the telephone 
number, bridging Said established communication and 
the INE call and forming the new call from the Sub 
Scriber, monitoring the new call for a disconnect Signal, 
and in response to the disconnect Signal, dismantling 
the bridge So as to disconnect the INE call and releasing 
Said established communication; 

in response to a notice of release of Said established 
communication by the INE, causing Said established 
communication to be routed to the VMS and to include 
the copy of the identifier; and 

in response to receipt of Said established communication 
and the copy of the identifier, using the copy of the 
identifier to return the Subscriber to the position occu 
pied by the Subscriber at the interruption of the review 
of recorded messages in the VMS, 

whereby the subscriber may interrupt the review of 
recorded messages in the VMS to make a new call, and 
then return to the position occupied by the Subscriber at 
the interruption of the review of recorded messages in 
the VMS. 

27. The computer readable medium as claimed in claim 
26, wherein the release message from the VMS comprises a 
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remote operations (RO) parameter including the reply tele- tions (RO) parameter including the reply telephone number 
phone number and the copy of the identifier. and the copy of the identifier. 

28. The computer readable medium as claimed in claim 30. The computer readable medium as claimed in claim 
27, wherein the release message comprises a GR-1129 29, wherein the release message comprises a GR-1129 
message comprising the RO parameter. message comprising the RO parameter. 

29. The computer readable medium as claimed in claim 
26, wherein the release message comprises a remote opera- k . . . . 


